HABITAT WORLDMAP

HABITAT AS SEEN BY CIVIL SOCIETY

What is it?

It is a website (EN - ESP - FR) that proposes to discover the reality of housing in the world, built on the basis of civil society networks.

The objective of this Habitat WorldMap is to strengthen the actions of actors in the field who work for the right to housing.

For What to do?

- Organize meetings and contextualize the situations: more than 400 actors identified - 40 key concepts - one info page for each country.
- Create new coalitions and build advocacy: 50 national and international networks to work together - concrete proposals.
- Promote innovations and concrete actions: examples of innovative practices - contacts with the promoters of these innovative practices.

GO TO THE WEBSITE: https://habitat-worldmap.org

UNDER CONSTRUCTION WITH YOU - JOIN US TO FACEBOOK ALSO!